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This time around, the group is looking  at an increasing ly popular business tool, Artificial Intelligence. Image credit: LVMH/Stephane Sby Balmy

 
By EMILY IRIS DEGN

Consulting  firm Luxury Institute is dig g ing  into the benefits of early-stag e artificial intellig ence adoption.

Its latest white paper, titled "Priorities, Myths and Realities of AI in Luxury Goods and Services," details the many ways that the
tools derived from the technolog y can bolster business performance. With weig h-in from a g roup of industry experts, the
resource busts myths and outlines priorities for professionals seeking  to make immediate use of intellig ent automation.

"We are in new territory, so let's test, measure and learn our way to success surg ically, not with a hammer," said Milton Pedraza,
CEO of Luxury Institute, New York.

"AI productivity will only work if you are doing  the rig ht thing s," Mr. Pedraza said. "If you are not, AI will make you disappear more
efficiently; and a lot faster."

For the report, a qualitative survey of the firm's Global Luxury Expert Network (GLEN) members was conducted in December
2023 the collective includes automotive, private aviation, fashion and leather g oods, hospitality, interior desig n, jewelry and
watches, real estate, wine and spirits and yachting  executives and consultants.

Benef its of  AI
Luxury Institute's white paper states that the most successful brands "rarely do extraordinary thing s," sug g esting  that they
instead hone in on the fundamentals behind their business models with extreme precision.

In other words, an approach that moves fast, but is focused, could be key to winning  the AI race.

The first step? Leaders are urg ed to stop viewing  AI as an optional novelty.
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Survey respondents emphasize the importance of separating  hype from must-haves. To do this, daily testing , measuring  and
"learning  in rapid cycles" is encourag ed throug hout the white paper.

Vitally, the GLEN shares that leaders need to g rasp how AI supports and even enhances the work of humans, rather than
replacing  it. The functional performance of businesses can also be improved.

As luxury houses are often over a century old, as pointed out in the paper, adaptation and mastering  the art of modern
transformation is key. AI is said to be able to enhance these maisons performance in four major ways.

Business intellig ence is among  them.

AI will help brands sort throug h and make sense of the increasing  amounts of unused data stuck in the silos. The capability can
assist in understanding  and predicting  trends, demand patterns and customer behavior with discernment, leading  to optimized
production, inventory manag ement, social media marketing  and decision-making .

Thanks to these anticipatory elements, customer experience is another perk of AI for luxury.

The technolog y can help make customizable services and products, improve personalized recommendations and enhance
loyalty. The trick here will be to keep in mind the individuality of the human being s behind the statistics, and not reduce
consumers to seg ments, cohorts or personas.

Operational efficiency and effectiveness is the third benefit uncovered by the paper. Thanks to AI's automated streamlining , the
supply chain, inventory manag ement, security and customer service areas of the enterprise are just a few that will be further
supported.

Costs can also be cut with the technolog y's taking  on of repetitive tasks and resource distribution.

Finally, environmental sustainability is set to increase according  to the GLEN. AI has the capability to analyze businesses and
sug g est ways that waste and energ y consumption can be reduced, making  it an essential piece of luxury's participation in the
booming  demand for g reener actions (see story).

That said, the experts make clear that the technolog y's requirement of constantly updated data, hug e processing  power and
massive storag e power must be calculated accurately to avoid inaccurate reports or other issues.

Which of these four perks a business will most benefit from will demand on the nature of the brand and its targ et audience,
categ ory, economics and handle on the increasing ly valuable technolog y (see story).

"Optimize, don't compromise," said Mr. Pedraza.
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AI: myths
There are plenty of misconceptions about AI and its role in business, such as it spelling  success for all brands, which as outlined
above, is not true.

Additionally, as specified with the point of sustainable benefits, AI's ability to automate ethical decision-making  is also a myth. It
requires a human touch, continuous evaluation and leg al considerations.

Other myths busted in the paper include AI transformation being  a seamless experience, always delivering  accurate customer
insig hts and successful personalization being  a g iven. Ag ain, to successfully integ rate the technolog y, people will need to remain
involved.

Luxury, as stated by the paper, is built specifically on direct relationships between society, partners, associates, creators and
clients. Artificial intellig ence cannot replace real human creativity, another falsehood put to rest by the GLEN.

The system should be viewed as a tool that can complement people; an assistant rather than a substitute.

"Let AI do what it does best such as efficiency in tasks and let humans do what they do best, such as create joy and express love,"
said Mr. Pedraza.

"We should embrace AI and crave its productivity benefits, but never mistake what AI does for human connection or building
deep human relationships based on hig h performance with hig h trust," he said. "It's our fiduciary duty as leaders to use AI to
support the human being s who take care of each other and our precious clients."
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